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When Belgian accessory label Titto hired Sandra Buyck as its designer, they benefitted 
from a breath of fresh air: a new daring creativity and constantly evolving inspiration. 
While Sandra always stays true to Titto’s DNA, from the collections to the brand’s 
photography, she doesn’t hesitate to push all limits.

Staying in line with Titto’s signature aesthetic, Sandra dived head-first into the most 
beautiful and sustainable materials for Spring/Summer 2021. For her eight season at 
Titto, the Belgian designer fused nature’s most captivating elements and colourways. 
This resulted in a collection that – as one can expect from Titto – breathes a sense of 
ease, innovative elegance and playfulness.

Taking inspiration from the grandeur that our earth has to offer, Sandra selected four 
themes for the SS21 collection. Where ‘Virtual Garden’ embraces botanical prints, 
‘Mineral Art’ highlights some of nature’s sweetest shades. Meanwhile, heavenly blues 
and earthy tones colour ‘Super Natural’, while Southern reds take centre stage in ‘Terra 
Tropicana’.

Titto is loved for its wide range of accessories that you can mix and match effortlessly. 
After all – the Titto woman likes to express herself through her jewellery. Whether it’s 
a minimalist pair of earrings or a statement necklace: she’s not afraid to select pieces 
based on what suits her mood. She is brave – bold, when she wants to be. This woman 
- the one always on the lookout for sustainable and unique pieces - inspires Sandra to 
shape and define the Titto DNA, season after season.
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If you’re looking for a true visionary chameleon, Sandra Buyck is your 
woman. The young and new designer at De Spiegelaere has a strong set 
of ideas and the passion to realise them. Starting out as a photography 
student, Sandra soon noticed that fashion would always find its way 
through her work. “I constantly found myself creating details and small 
accessories to make my portraits stronger, to add a sense of fashion to 
them,” she explains. “I decided that I wanted to be able to make these 
things professionally and enrolled to become a goldsmith. I’m a firm 
believer in the power of combining multiple talents. They make each other 
stronger. I’m able to combine my vision as a photographer to that of me as a 
jewellery designer. An incredible advantage if I may say so myself (laughs).” 

After her studies Sandra moved to London to work for accessories 
label Michelle Lowe-Holder. There she finally had the chance to combine all her different assets in order to create 
conceptualised collections and imagery. After London, the travel bug in Sandra had awoken and she set out to China, to 
showcase her photography and jewellery work. There a whole new world, filled with inspiration and materials, opened 
up to her and her own label, Inzane Jewellery. It’s China that ultimately forged the link between this young designer 
and Titto. “Titto selects all their raw materials in China, from fabrics to freshwater pearls and semi-precious stones. 
Everything is found there,” Sandra says enthusiastically. “That’s also the power of Titto. Searching for the best stones. 
Real stones. No plastic materials. And still keeping everything affordable. It’s extremely rewarding to work for a collection 
that takes such pride in the materials they use.” 

Staying true to the brand’s craft, history and DNA, Sandra found a way to inject a bit of herself in her first collection. “I 
wanted to add some punch. A bit of drama,” Sandra laughs. “Today’s women are fierce, they’ve got balls and attitude. 
And the collection needs to represent that. When I’m designing, I take everything into account: the trend forecasts, 
our diverse customers, my own aesthetic and feel for what I find lacking in today’s offer. All those elements are then 
combined with inspiration coming from art and music to travels.” The new vibe can be felt strongly throughout the 
entire collection and yet you never have the feeling of dealing with a new brand. Sandra managed to add a fresher feel, 
a younger vibe to Titto, but stayed true to classics and timeless style. After all, that’s the ultimate goal for all jewellery: 
“Stylish pieces that are unique but can stand the test of time.”

For SS21, the Titto women gets exactly what she asked for: the most 
beautiful aspects of nature, in the best way we’ve seen them yet. 
Where Fall/Winter 2020 focussed on showstopping eyecatchers, 
Spring/Summer 2021 brings a balanced selection of minimalist pieces, 
Titto classics, multilayering designs and bolder options for those on 
the lookout to make a statement. This collection explores fresh and 
powerful ways to make the natural arsenal look its absolute brightest. A 
curated blend of semiprecious stones, natural resin and pearls harness 
the strength of the range, while unexpected newcomers provide that 
breath of fresh air that we all crave some summertime.

This Spring/Summer 2021 collection is a tribute to nature. Each theme 
makes us wander off to our favourite outside destinations – be it close 
by or abroad. ‘Virtual Garden takes us on a virtual walk through vibrant 
prints, which are both subtle and eye-catching and often feature a touch 
of jungle fever. ‘Mineral Art’ indulges in the opulence of whimsical 

SANDRA

TITTO
minerals, while ‘Super Natural’ focusses on blues, browns and elegant 
nudes. To round things out, ‘Terra Tropicana’ brings us summery pieces 
with an irresistible Southern charm.

In short, SS21 transports you to brighter places: the colour spectrum 
makes you feel the sun on your skin, while the exciting contradiction 
between soft and textured materials takes you on an adventure abroad. 
Wandering through the beautiful selection of corresponding pieces, 
there’s the ease of selecting an existing set but also the possibility to 
mix and match to suit your summer mood. There are no limits – and 
that’s the absolute beauty of it.
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Titto’s necklaces take you on a balanced journey through nature. 
Key materials such as natural resin and delicate pearls are offset by 
playful coins, shells and chunky chains, while animal-inspired prints 

and luscious shades give this collection a unique sunshine feel. Raffia 
is the newcomer for SS21, taking the all-natural aesthetic to an entire 
new level. It adds a refreshing texture to the blend of materials and 
proves that anything from nature can work if you put the right spin 
on it. Another addition to this season’s collection is the introduction 

of fairtrade pieces. Made in close collaboration with women from 
the heart of Vietnamese tribes, these handmade and hand-painted 

pieces made of natural horn are a summer staple. Titto’s Spring/
Summer 21 collection has virtue in its variety, offering a necklace for 
virtually anyone. From the trusted Titto classics to minimal designs 
and bold statement pieces: the possibilities are endless. When in 

doubt - multilayering is always an option. All pieces are designed to 
mix and match effortlessly.
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NECKLACES
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gold silver
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long metallic necklace with round metallic amulet, 
small zirkonia & 1 pearl shell

ALBANIE € 29



16

white rose gold

silvergold



17

long metallic necklace with pleated metallic U-form & 1 pearl shell

ANDORRA € 29



18

white tauperose gold



19

long metallic stick pendant & 3 small pearl shell

ANGOLA € 35
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sand black
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long leather necklace with large oval amulet 1/2 crackle

BRUNEI € 45



22

ochre fuchsia



23

long metallic necklace with natural stone pendant

DENEMARKEN € 49



24

peach pumpkin

brickpink



25

long leather necklace with coloured horne amulet

DOMINICA € 55



26

cream browntaupe



27

long metallic necklace with round oyster pendant

DUITSLAND € 59



28

pink brownblue



29

long leather necklace with 8-formed pendant

ECUADOR € 59



30

beige brownred



31

long leather necklace with pendant resin square & oval natural stone

ESTLAND € 69



32

white yellow

pink lilac

blue
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short necklace pearl & natural square shaped stone

FIJI € 85



34

pink taupe

greyblue
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short oval pearl necklace

FINLAND € 89



36

white blue

browngreen



37

long metallic necklace with 2 round natural stone pendants

GABON € 89



38

beige greypink



39

long pearl necklace with pendant resin rectangular & circle

GAMBIA € 99
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Titto’s SS21 bracelets are the perfect addition to this season’s 
necklaces and earrings: they allow easy pairing and creative 

mixing. By introducing pearls in all shapes and forms, the 
designs exude the elegance that Titto is known and loved for. 

The addition of coins provides a playfulness that pairs well 
with the label’s easy-on, easy-off metallic bangles. Natural 
stones, mixed materials and delicate pearls are at the core 

of the collection, inviting those on the lookout to boost their 
accessories game to find a multilayering partner. For SS21, 

Titto upped the ante and has collaborated with Vietnamese 
women from local tribes that craft and paint natural horn by 
hand, resulting in unique designs with a fairtrade origin. In 
addition, bracelets with pendants remain a popular option 

for those who like tangible memories – while creating a jewel 
that tells a story.

BRACELETS
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rose gold silvergold



43

metallic bangle leaf form

GHANA € 25



44

rose gold silvergold



45

open metallic bangle

GUINEE € 29



46

beige blackbicolor



47

horn slave bracelet

KOREA € 39



48

white yellow

pink lilac

blue
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bracelet pearl & natural square shaped stone

LAOS € 49



50

cream blackbrown



51

pearl bracelet with drop form oyster bead

LETLAND € 49



52

cream greypink



53

double natural stone bracelet with natural stone bead

LITOUWEN € 49



54

salmon taupe

greyblue



55

bracelet oval pearls

MALAWI € 49
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Nothing says head-to-toe flower power more than an 
earring range embellished with botanical details such as 
intricate leaves and blooming florals – and Titto knows it. 

Each pair is decorated with materials embellished with 
natural drawings or flowers that add a playful note to 

any ensemble. The pieces come in different colours and 
feature pearls and hints of coloured enamel, making the 
entire collection easy to combine. By offering anything 

from subtle pieces to showstopping danglers, the 
range finds its way into the hearts – and ear lobes – of 

earring enthusiasts alike. The addition of raffia provides 
a refreshing textural touch that makes it even easier to 

accessorize for summer 2021.

EARRINGS
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gold silver



59

oval metallic pendant

SPANJE € 19



60

gold silver



61

2 metallic leafs with metallic stick

SURINAME € 19



62

white tauperose gold



63

metallic stick with 3 small pearl shell

TANZANIA € 25



64

yellow greypink



65

metallic flower

TOGO € 35



66

rose gold - pearl silver - pearlgold - pearl

rose gold silvergold



67

small metallic leaf with pearl pendant

TONGA € 39



68

beige greypink



69

metallic round with triangle resin pendant

TRINIDAD € 39



70

gold - pearl silver - pearl

silvergold



71

metallic stick with pearl pendant

TSJECHIE € 45



72

circle triangledrop



73

natural stone with natural stone pendant

TUVALU € 45



74

champagne pinksalmon



75

natural stone with natural stone pendant

URUGUAY € 45



76

white pinksalmon

taupe greyblue



77

metallic square with oval pearl pendant

VANUATU € 49



78

cream browntaupe



79

drop form with drop form oyster pendant

VATICAANSTAD € 55



80

sand pinkorange

blue greylight green



81

metallic flower with oval natural stone pendant

VENEZUELA € 55



82

sand mintpink



83

metallic round with round natural stone pendant

VIETNAM € 55



84

white orange

mintpink



85

square faceted stone with natural square shaped stone pendant

ZAMBIA € 55



86

white mintpink



87

metallic flower with drop form faceted stone pendant

ZIMBABWE € 55



88

white light bluecaramel

dark blue browngreen



89

metallic round with round natural stone pendant

ZWEDEN € 59



90

white yellow

greysalmon



91

square faceted stone with round oyster pendant

ZWITSERLAND € 69
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SCARVES
Saying goodbye to Fall/Winter’s chunky knits and cosy favourites, we’re 

happy to see the airy and transparent fabrics return for SS21. Playing 
on the natural theme, Titto introduces a colour range that could sweep 

Mother Nature off her feet. Botanical influences provide a dash of 
jungle fever, while florals take over the painted canvasses that elevate 

any springtime outfit. For summer, dreamy prints and daring colour 
blocking designs can be worn anyway you want it – around your neck, 

in your hair, as an addition to the arm party on your wrist or as the 
perfect summertime detail tied to your favourite bag. The buttery-soft 
scarves are decorated with the best of the fauna and flora, including 
picturesque prints of meadow flowers and tropical blooms. And even 
animal prints colour the fabrics: expect playful leopard and panther 

prints and exotic snake and zebra motifs. Meanwhile, sweet gradient 
shades work their way onto the canvas, while new bi-colour designs 
offer something for those on the lookout for athletic allure. Silk and 

cotton scarves were woven and coloured by hand by talented women 
from Vietnamese tribes, giving Titto’s scarf collection a fairtrade touch. 
Additionally, metallic threads were woven into exclusive designs that 

offer anything from a subtle sheen to a daring pop of glitter - perfect for 
anyone looking to add an extra dimension to Spring/Summer 2021.
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lemon blue

greyolive
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coloured spots

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

ACCRA € 29



96

cream brownpink



97

coloured stripes

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

AMMAN € 29



98

white mintpink



99

flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

AMSTERDAM € 29



100

cream salmon



101

coloured blocks with flower print

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

APIA € 29



102

lemon redpink



103

leaves

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

ASMARA € 29



104

pink browncoral



105

paisley

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

ASTANA € 29



106

pink blue



107

leaves

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 X 180 cm

ATHENE € 29



108

lemon pink

bluecoral



109

structured plain

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 65 x 180 cm

BERLIN € 35



110

cream pinklemon



111

patchwork

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

BERN € 35



112

white lilacpink



113

glitter

Material: 100%  polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

BISSAU € 35



114

pink goldgrey



115

flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

BRASILIA € 35



116

cream silverbrown



117

flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 85 x 180 cm

CAIRO € 35



118

salmon brownblue



119

flowers and gold sparkles

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

CANBERRA € 35



120

cream black



121

leopard

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

CASTRIES € 35



122

pink brown



123

leopard

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 70 x 180 cm

DODOMA € 39



124

cream salmon

aquapink



125

animal print

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 70 x 180 cm

DOHA € 39



126

white pink

greenlilac



127

flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

FREETOWN € 39



128

jungle black



129

jungle

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

GABARONE € 39



130

pink blue



131

flowers

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

(germany)

HANOI € 39



132

white brownmint



133

flowers and stripes

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 90 x 180 cm

HARARE € 39



134

pink brownblue



135

coloured stripes

Material: 100% polyester
Dimensions: 188 x 73 cm

HAVANA € 39



136

cream coralpink



137

glitter stripes

Material: 30% silk - 70% polyester
Dimensions: 75 x 200 cm

KAMPALA € 39
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peach blue

light greymint



139

plain

Material: 12% silk - 88% viscose 
Dimensions: 70 x 180 cm

KIGALI € 45



140

orange brownblue



141

plain

Material: 50% silk - 50% cotton
Dimensions: 75 x 190 cm

LIMA € 45



142

caramel brown



143

stripes

Material: 100 silk
Dimensions: 80 x 180 cm

LUSAKA € 69
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CONDITIONS
presentation displays, exchanges, delivery,

payment conditions, b2b, ...
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presentation materials S/S 2021

value for free from ...

bracelet
pillow tray

€ 10 ... initial order of € 500
(max. 1/point of sale)

fabric
display
bracelets

€ 10 ... initial order of € 500
(max. 1/point of sale)

presentation
plate
jewels

€ 10 ... initial order of € 750
(max. 1/point of sale)

presentation
bloc black
jewels

€ 10 ... initial order of € 750 
    (max. 1/point of sale)
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value for free from ...

bracelet
pillow tray

€ 10 ... initial order of € 500
(max. 1/point of sale)

fabric
display
bracelets

€ 10 ... initial order of € 500
(max. 1/point of sale)

presentation
plate
jewels

€ 10 ... initial order of € 750
(max. 1/point of sale)

presentation
bloc black
jewels

€ 10 ... initial order of € 750 
    (max. 1/point of sale)

presentation materials S/S 2021

satin bag € 0,45 according to number of
ordered jewels

catalog € 8

1 catalog / customer

2 from an initial order
of € 1.000

leaflet
(25 /package) € 4 per 50 pieces ordered:

1 package

SS’21

SS
_V

IR
TU

AL
 G

AR
D

EN
 I

value number
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CONDITIONS EXCHANGE

- The exchange applies to jewelery – scarves are not exchanged

- Up to 30% of the value of the initial order can be exchanged

- Jewelery can be exchanged for jewelery (and not for scarves)

- The exchange option exists for every customer who placed an initial order 
             of at least 1.500 euros per point of sale

- The final date on which an exchange is possible, is:
    -> October 15th for the winter collection
    -> April 15th for the summer collection

- You can exchange once a season

- In case of unpaid invoices, the possibility of exchange will lapse

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Franco delivery:
  - deliveries are free from an order of 4 pieces
  - for an order of less than 4 pieces, the postage costs are 10 euros

- Payment conditions:
  - discount for cash: 2% (within 10 days)
  - payment term: 30 days end of month

- Catalog:
             the new catalog will be delivered together with the delivery of the collection

- Campaign images:
  - the campaign images will be available online: 
    http://www.despiegelaere.be from mid November / May  
  - if you need them earlier, they can also be sent by e-mail

- B2B :
  - b2b.despiegelaere.be
  - priority handling 
  - visible availability
  - ask login: b2b.despiegelaere.be/nl/contact 
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Accra (p. 95)
Albanie (p. 15)
Amman (p. 97)
Amsterdam (p. 99)
Andorra (p. 17)
Angola (p. 19)
Apia (p. 101)
Asmara (p. 103)
Astana (p. 105)
Athene (p. 107)

B
Berlin (p. 109)
Bern (p. 111)
Bissau (p. 113)
Brasilia (p. 115)
Brunei (p. 21)
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Cairo (p. 117)
Canberra (p. 119)
Castries (p. 121)

D
Denemarken (p. 23)
Dodoma (p. 123)
Doha (p. 125)
Dominica (p. 25)
Duitsland (p. 27)

E
Ecuador (p. 29)
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F
Fiji (p. 33)
Finland (p. 35)
Freetown (p. 127)

G
Gabon (p. 37)
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Gambia (p. 39)
Ghana (p. 43)
Guinee (p. 45)

H
Hanoi (p. 131)
Harare (p. 133)
Havana (p. 135)

I
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K
Kampala (p. 137)
Kigali (p. 139)
Korea (p. 47)

L
Laos (p. 49)
Letland (p. 51)
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Lusaka (p. 143)
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M
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V
Vanuatu (p. 77)
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Venezuela (p. 81)
Vietnam (p. 83)
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Zambia (p. 85)
Zimbabwe (p. 87)
Zweden (p. 89)
Zwitserland (p. 91)



Titto
Nieuwe Abelestraat 20
B - 8800 Roeselare
+ 32 51 23 29 00
titto.be
info@despiegelaere.be

—
collection & photography by Sandra Buyck

thanks to Rudy Peeters & Isabelle Dehaudt for the beautiful location Beekhoeve in Kampenhout
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